Abstract-A semi-blind and secure watermarking technique for the color image using curvelet domain has been proposed. To make the algorithm secure a Bijection mapping function has been used. The watermark also separated into color planes and each color plane into a bit planes. The most significant bit (MSB) planes of each color used as the embedding information and remaining bit planes are used as a key at the time of extraction. The MSB planes of each color of watermark image embedded into the curvelet coefficients of the blue color plane of the processed cover image. For embedding the MSB bit planes of watermark image in the cover image each curvelet coefficient of blue planes of the processed cover image has been compared with the value of its 8 connected coefficients (neighbors). The results of the watermarking scheme have been analyzed by different quality assessment metric such as PSNR, Correlation Coefficient (CC) and Mean Structure Similarity Index Measure (MSSIM). The experimental results show that the proposed technique gives the good invisibility of watermark, the quality of extracting watermark and robustness against different attacks.
I. INTRODUCTION
To protect the interest of the author digital watermarking is used. In digital watermarking embed the watermark in the original work such that it preserves the quality of watermarked data. The watermark can later be extracted for the purpose of author's identification. There are two domains for embedding the watermark one is spatial domain and other is transformed domain. In the first method of embedding, the watermark is directly embedded by changing the original pixel intensities of the cover image. A possible disadvantage of spatial techniques is that they do not give robustness of the watermark [1] [2] . Transformations involved in watermarking are common, which include Fourier transform [3] , Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) [4] [5] [6] , Digital Wavelet Transform (DCT) [7] [8] [9] [10] , Ridgelet Transform (RT) [11] and much more.
Cox et al. [2] renowned that watermark to be robust against the image processing operations, it must be located in perceptually important regions of the image. Watermarking is based on samples and embedded into largest DCT coefficients. Gunjalet. Al. [8] proposed a robust and highly secured DWT-SVD based color image watermarking in all Y, U, V color spaces. Peining Tao [9] proposed watermarking using wavelet transformation which provides multi-resolution representation of the image.
Curvelet transform [12] for has properties such as it provide sparse representations of objects along a curve and it is anisotropic with strong direction. The curvelet transform is a multi-scale pyramid with many directions and positions of each fine scale and has needle-shaped elements at the fine scales. Thai Hien al. [14] embedded the watermark in the curvelet transform which contains as much edge information as possible. It has good invisibility but poor robustness. Shi et al. [15] proposed a semi-fragile watermarking algorithm by embedding the watermark in the supreme model of curvelet coefficient. This algorithm recollects good robustness against a compression operation.Among these techniques, those require the original cover image, key and bits of watermark for watermark extraction are called non-blind watermarking techniques [4] . Robustness of non-blind technique is good. But it is not suitable for watermark detection in DVD player because the original data is not available. Those techniques need the secret key but not require original cover image at the time of extraction is called a blind watermarking technique. But the blind watermarking compares usually less robust compare with non-blind watermarking. Those requiring the secret key and the watermark bit sequence are called semi-blind watermarking technique. Semi-blind watermarking gives yield good robust against attacks and suitable for most of the application.
Literature also gives some semi-blind technique Lin et al. [16] proposed a semi-blind watermarking scheme using the discrete Fourier transform. Solachidis al [17] uses circular symmetric in DFT domain. Stankovic al. [18] embed the watermark by mean of a 2D radon -Wigner distribution.. Some of the authors take the colored image as the cover image, to best of author's knowledge no one yet tried to embed the color watermark in the color cover image using curvelet transform. Here we proposed secure and semi-blind watermarking technique. To make secure watermark a key that is a Bijection function is being used to split a cover image into blocks. By this key, the cover image is disturbed. A bit plane method is also used to separate the watermark colors and bits planes of each color plane. The Most Significant Bit (MSB) planes of each color planes are used as embedding information. Embedding is done by analyzing the coefficient values of neighbor's coefficients in the blue color plane of curvelet domain.
II. CURVELET TRANSFORM
This block ridgelet-based transform is called as curvelet transform. It was first proposed by Candes and Donoho [12] . Actually, the ridgelet transform is fundamental for the curvelet transform. The ridgelet transform is optimal at representing straight-line singularities. Unfortunately, worldwide straight-line singularities are rarely used in many applications. To analyze local line or curve singularities, a natural idea is to consider a partition of the image, and then to apply the ridgelet transform to the obtained sub-images. So the block based ridgelet transform is named as curvelet transform [19] [20] [21] [22] .Let µ be the triple   ;, k k k k k Z  is the translation parameter pairs.
A curvelet coeffiecits is simply the inner product between
Where is the rotation by  radian,
index of wedge for all k with it and j U is a polar wedge window of radial dilation and angular transformation [17] . Define coarse scale curvelet as in equations (2) 
Equation (4), equation (5) and equation (6) gives the approximate rate of Fourier Transform, wavelet transform, and curvelet transform respectively. Conceptually the curvelet transform is a multi-scale pyramid with many directions and positions at each fine scale and needleshaped elements at fine scales [20] [21] [22] . Based on the curvelet transform, it is possible to embed watermarks onto more significant components and spread the amendments to more space locations. The implementation of digital curvlelet transform there are two ways. Transform) 2) Curvelet via wrapping.
1) Curvelet via USFFT (Unequally Spaced Fast Fourier
Both the ways are linear and take as input a cartesian array   array. In this paper we use FDCT via USFFT. It is not possible to delve in to the USFFT within the scope of this paper; interested reader may consult the work of Candes & Doncho [20] [21] [22] .
A Properties of curvelet beneficial
Fourier transform not well define the discontinuities. It requires a large number of terms to reconstruct a discontinuity. Wavelet transform are localized and multiscale that solve singularity problem. It good for 1-D, but due to the limited orientation it fail to represent higher dimensional singularity. In wavelet there are fixed number of directional elements that the reason it do not exhibit highly anisotropic elements. Images do not always exhibit isotropic scaling and these limitations must be overcome. Curvelet has been developed specially to represent objects with curve punctuated smoothness‖, as said above that wavelet representation point singularity in 1D, 2D may efficiently but fail to represent curve singularity. Less curvelet coefficients are required to represent edges because of its elongated needle shape. Curvelet is based on anisotropic scaling principle.
To summarize, wavelet transform suffer from following limitations:-1) Edge representation 2) Crude directional elements independent to scale 3) No highly anisotropic elements Curvelet transform is an improvement on wavelet and overcomes this limitation of wavelet. Digital curvelet transform is a wavelet transform applied to coronae of the image which thus incorporates the angel of the coronae in the transform as shown in Fig. 1 . The 2D image is taken as signal in time domain. The image is divided into wedges (coronae) by drawing concentric squares & radial lines as shown in Fig.1 . This forms a grid which is a replacement of polar grid used for continuous curvelet transform. Next, 2D FFT is applied to the image treated as time domain signal. Now each corona which is a cartesian array of frequencies obtained by FFT is subjected to inverse 1D FFT so as to get time domain values. Subsequently; a wavelet transform is applied to each corona at different scales and translations along the radial lines but for fixed angle of the coronae. This procedure is repeated for various angles to exhaust the entire coronae. The frequencies obtained in this way at different scales, translations and angles are the frequencies of curvelet transform. The procedure described above is depicted in the flow chart below for better understanding [15] .
The Fig 4-5 give an image with curvelet grid and the corresponding curvelet transform coefficients respectively. The low frequency coefficients are stored at the centre of the display. The cartesian concentric coronae show the coefficients at different scale. The outer coronae correspond to higher frequencies 
III. PROPOSED WATERMARK TECHNIQUE
A secure watermarking scheme has been proposed in this section. To make watermark secure a Bijection mapping function is used to split the image into 8*8 blocks.
A. Cover Image Preprocessing
A secure watermarking scheme has been proposed in this section. To make watermark secure a bijection mapping function is used to split the image into 8*8 blocks.
1. Split the cover image I into RGB color planes.
Ired 
D. Extraction Algorithm
A semi-blind method of extraction has been discussed in which we required a little part of information regarding watermark but no need of the cover image. (11), (12) and (13) .
5. To extract color watermark from the computed information use equations (14), (15) and (16).
a. 
b. 6. Combine these color planes and get the RGB extracted the watermark.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION METRIC
Embedding the watermark in the original image may degrade the visual quality of the image as well as the extraction procedure may not be extracting the exactly identical watermark with the original watermark. So a standard is required to determine the degree of similarity between the original image and watermarked image. The subjective approach is most effective for the meaningful logotype watermark. In this paper, except for the subjective approach, the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) shown in equation (17) , Normalized Correlation (NC) shown in equation (18)and Mean Structure and Similarity Index Measure (MSSIM, are used to evaluate the degree of similarity between the original watermark W and the extracted watermark .
  , the M and N are rows and column of the image. Although PSNR is convenient to calculate and also has clear physical meaning but still it does not correlate strongly enough with the visual quality of the image for most applications [23] .The scope of perceptual quality is widened in the Mean Structure Similarity Index Measure (MSSIM) [24] [25] .MSSIM is the combination of three perceptual properties namely Luminance, Contrast and structure at every point of the two images being compared. For the purpose of calculation of MSSIM the image to be compared are broken into a number of windows of B*B size, further the two images must be of the same size [24] . If x and y are two images, M is the no. of B*B windows and N is the number of pixels in each window then SSIM is defined in equation (19) .
x y xy Table 1 shows the values of quality assessment metrics by comparing the quality of watermarked image with original cover image in the invisibility test. Table shows the similarity of each color plane with the original one. The values of PSNR, CC and MSSIM demonstrate the quality of watermarked image is similar to original image. In Table 1 effectiveness test gives the quality of extracting watermark by comparing the original watermark with extracted watermark. The value of NC is 1 for each color plane demonstrates the quality of extracted watermark is similar to original embedded watermark.
To show that the algorithm gives the good robustness, the different image processing operations are being applied on the watermarked image. The quality of the extracted watermark from the distorted watermarked image has been analyzed by the quality assessment metrics. Fig. 9 to Fig. 14 show the visual quality of extracting watermark from the watermarked image after Gaussian noise, Pepper salt noise, 90 0 rotations, un-sharp filters, projective shearing, sparsity (128*256) operation respectively. In Table 2 shows the values of quality assessment metrics after extracted the watermark from the Gaussian Noised, Pepper Salt Noised and rotated watermarked image. Table 2 exhibits that the embedded watermark is robust against the noise and rotation. Table  3 shows the performance of proposed watermark after the filtered, projected and sparse image processing attacks. Values of CC in every test are above 0.8 and that show the extracted watermark is very similarly to original watermark. Values of MSSIM are also above 0.65 in each test that contrast, luminance and the structure of watermarked image are very similar to original one. Values of CC and MSSIM confirm the similarity of extracting watermark with original watermark as well as quality of extracting and watermarked image is very high. In Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3 verify the technique gives good invisibility, effectiveness and robustness. To emphasize and to evaluate the performance of the proposed technique the performance of watermark is evaluated on different image processing attacks with various density and variance. Fig. 15 shows the NC and MSSIM values of extracted watermark form the of watermarked image which carries Gaussian noise with different variance. Fig. 17 and Fig 18 show the performance of proposed algorithm rotation and sparse operations. It is also observed form the figures that the values of MSSIM on all plane are very good expect the blue plane. But the visual quality of extracted watermark is visibly good , so it is investigated that the proposed algorithm provides a technique that is robust against the image processing attacks. The semi blind color watermarking technique for embedding the color watermark in RGB image has been presented. The extraction does not need the original cover image at the time of extraction. The bit plane and HVS concepts are used for embedding the watermark into the images. To make the algorithm more secure a cryptographic method has been used by the algorithm. The most significant bit planes of each color plane of watermark image are embedded into the curvelet coefficients of the blue color plane of theoriginal cover image. To test the scheme, the algorithm has been tested against invisibility, effectiveness and robustness. The quality of watermarked image and extracted watermark are being analyzed by the quality assessment metrics such
